
4 ways HelloSign can  
help HR teams speed  

up onboarding

Integrate HelloSign with your  
existing systems, and never  

switch apps again

Use templates to make  
onboarding paperwork simple,  

even at scale

Improve contract  
completion rates with  
mobile-friendly forms

Rest at ease with  
legally binding, court- 
admissible signatures

For more information on how HelloSign can 
help your HR teams get work done smarter, 

get in touch here.

Don’t let onboarding  
go overboard

“At Fountain, we strive to provide a seamless branded 
experience across corporate sites and customized job 
directories ... Automated document signing supports 
this, allowing candidates to apply for jobs on the go 

and move swiftly to be hired.” 
Sean Behr, CEO of Fountain

“Contracts are more efficient with almost no 
errors, they’re completed faster, employees are 

better onboarded, and overall there are less 
problems and less paperwork.” 

Lintoiu, Product Owner for Digital Solutions

“Under the legacy system, processing  
paperwork took our team at least 3-5 minutes 
per shopper. HelloWorks saved the Instacart 

team 50+ hours per week.” 
Bill Babeaux, Product Manager

“We were using another eSignature vendor before, but 
issues kept coming up. Our company name is on the 
chopping block when issues arise, even if it’s out of 

our control. We needed something that could provide 
consistent and reliable performance.” 

Jason Harper, Founder

Without the right tools, onboarding 
employees and contractors can be 

clunky and time-consuming. And that 
means a bad experience for both 

employers and employees.

HelloSign has an open API that’s designed to fit seamlessly 
into your existing onboarding processes. Directly integrate 
HelloSign using the API, and automatically send completed 

forms to your backend HR systems or your Dropbox account.

Applicant-tracking system Fountain has used HelloSign to 
massively speed up the contract-signing process:

Customizable templates paired with a batch-send functionality 
means you can provide all the documentation new starters 

need to fill out when joining, whether there’s one, or one 
hundred. Employees can sign contracts, 1099s, W-2s, W-9s, 

NDAs, and other forms on the spot – and get up to speed, fast.

HR teams at Danish grocery wholesaler Dagrofa are saving 
time and money with HelloSign’s rapid customizable and 

automated contracts:

HelloWorks is designed for mobile and speeds up onboarding 
by pre-populating data into forms and only showing relevant 

information to new hires. The result is a dynamic, mobile-first form-
filling experience that’s fast and simple for new hires to complete.

US Grocery delivery and pick-up service Instacart has massively 
simplified onboarding, thanks to HelloSign:

Legally binding and court-admissible eSignatures mean that HelloSign 
offers nothing short of bank-level security. A comprehensive audit trail, 

including a time-stamp and IP address is provided along with every 
signature request – as well as every time the document is viewed and 

signed – guaranteeing protection at all times.

Payments provider CeloPay uses our legally-binding signatures to 
protect against false claims and a range of other security risks:

1,000,000 
applications 
processed a 

month

100% digital 
process

96% contract 
completion 

rates

7 days to fully  
integrate HelloSign into 

CeloPay’s platform

96,000 monthly 
hires enabled

200 different contract 
variations, with the 

click of a button

270% speed 
increase in 
onboarding

24/7 live chat support 
means we’re on hand 

for any emergency

hellosign.com

10x the growth 
achieved for 

just one client

50+ hours time 
saved per week

With HelloSign’s eSignature technology, 
onboarding can be done entirely 

digitally, with minimal possible fuss – 
meaning new hires get onboarded up  

to three times faster.

Here are 4 ways HelloSign 
can help your HR teams 
speed up the onboarding 

process.

Work smart,  
not hard

Learn from the  
industry-leader 
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https://www.hellosign.com

